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Abstract 
Plateau honing is a way of enhancing the lubricant retention qualities of interfacing surfaces 
which are in relative motion. Surfaces prepared in this way enjoy two levels of roughness, which 
broadly correspond to a sequence of smooth plateaus at which they touch, and a series of rough 
crevices honed into one or both of the surfaces for the purpose of retaining lubricant. In the 
present paper we suggest a stochastic model for a class of such surfaces, based on an alternating 
sequence of segments of two processes of quite different roughness. Statistical methods are 
proposed for estimating the principal parameters of these processes, and their performance is 
studied both theoretically and numerically. We describe roughness in terms of a scale-free 
quantity, which may be taken equal to either fractal dimension or fractal index, and a measure 
of scale, the topothesy. 
Keywords: Fractal dimension; Fractal index; Gaussian process; Lubrication; Plateau-honed 
surface; Roughness; Smoothness; Threshold; Topothesy 
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1. Introduction 
In the study of lubricants and of their effect on friction between two surfaces in 
relative motion, surface roughness plays a significant role. Broadly speaking, the level 
of friction between the two surfaces decreases with decreasing roughness. However, 
the range over which this relationship is valid is restricted by a number of interrelated 
factors. One of these is temperature, another lubricant type, and a third is the ability of 
the surfaces to offer places for the lubricant to collect. If the surfaces are extremely 
smooth then, as their temperature increases, the lubricant will gradually move away 
from the interface as nothing is available to retain it. In crude terms the lubricant 
requires a place to congregate, to counteract its tendency to slip out of the interface 
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owing to influences of temperature, pressure and motion of the surfaces. The lubricant 
becomes much less viscous as temperature increases, and any low-temperature effects 
which “stickiness” might confer, allowing the lubricant to be retained at the interface, 
rapidly disappear. 
Thus, an “ideal” lubricated surface should have some element of roughness, to 
retain the lubricant. The surface should be relatively smooth in the vicinity of its 
modal height. where the lubricant may collect, Ceramic surfaces achieve this end by 
having a granular structure, in which the grains are smooth and the crevices betyeen 
them provide a niche for lubricants. However, a highly polished metal surface does 
not usually enjoy such a natural opportunity for lubrication. To overcome this 
problem the polished surface is often slightly roughened, rather like the effect of 
applying a few light strokes of sandpaper to a lacquered timber surface. This roughen- 
ing is not applied assiduously, and much of the smooth surface is left untouched. The 
result is a plateau-honed surface, which retains the character of the original smooth 
surface at the plateau where it interfaces with the other surface, but has been honed to 
contain crevices in which the lubricant may collect. 
The only plateau-honed surface data of which we are aware were recorded by 
optical and stylus profilometers along line transects. Therefore, the methods in this 
paper will be developed for line transect data, and we shall model only line transects of 
random fields. However, it will be clear that our models and methods have straightfor- 
ward generalization to bivariate data, should these be available. 
For the sake of definiteness and simple exposition we model the abstract surfaces by 
Gaussian processes. This approach permits fractal dimension to be employed as 
a scale-free measure of roughness, following an approach which is frequently used in 
closely related applications (e.g. Berry and Hannay 1978, Berry 1979, Gilbertson and 
Zipp 1981, Coster and Chermant 1983, Mandelbrot et al., 1984, Carter et al., 1988, 
Thomas and Thomas 1988, Ogata and Katsura 1991, Taylor and Taylor 1991). In 
particular, it allows fractal dimension to be represented very simply in terms of fractal 
index. However, Gaussian processes are by no means alone in permitting this simple 
relationship between dimension and index; see Hall and Roy (1994). Our approach 
has quite general application, and indeed closely related techniques may be used to 
treat smooth functions of Gaussian processes, such as chi-squared processes, that can 
be employed to model asymmetric (e.g. worn) surfaces. 
Our statistical methods for estimating fractal dimension and index are based on 
calculating differences of surface height on a fine grid, and classifying the differences 
into two classes according to a threshold rule. If the threshold is chosen appropriately 
then the respective classes consist primarily of differences which come purely from the 
rough surface and purely from the smooth surface. Some contamination of these 
classes, by pure differences of the wrong type or by hybrid differences, is inevitable. 
This contamination contributes to estimator bias, and can be reduced by refining the 
basic threshold rule. 
Section 2 will introduce our models and describe their main features. Section 3 will 
introduce our statistical methods based on thresholding. Refinements will be con- 
sidered in Section 4, which will also present numerical work. Finally, proofs of 
technical arguments will be given in Section 5. 
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2. Gaussian-based model for plateau-boned surface 
Let X1, X, denote independent stationary Gaussian processes on ( - cc , co ) with 
respective covariance functions rj(t) = cov {Xj(O), Xj(t)}. Our model regards the 
height (at position t) of a line transect across the surface as being representable by 
X(t) = min {X,(t), X,(t) + a}, where X1 and X2 are two stochastically independent 
self-similar processes with different levels of roughness, and a is a variable parameter. 
We may think of X2 as representing a line transect of the relatively rough surface of 
the honing tool. It is brought into contact with the smoother surface, of which X1 
denotes a line transect. The constant a represents the amount of pressure placed on 
the honing tool. The trace denoted by X is comprised of an alternating sequence of 
segments from X1 and XZ, in which the proportion of the Xi process is 
p = P{X,(O) < X,(O) + a}. 
In view of the irregularity of sample paths of fractal processes, if more than one of the 
processes X, and X, is represented in any given interval then, with probability one, 
there is an infinite number of changes from X1 to X2, and back again, within that 
interval. 
We assume, without loss of generality, that both X1 and X2 processes have zero 
means. Any difference between the centres of these processes, or in practical terms 
between the pressures placed on the honing tools which produce the two levels of 
roughness, is expressed by the constant a. 
We shall describe the roughness of Xj by its fractal index “j, which in turn governs 
the rate at which yj(t) converges to rj(O) as t + 0: 
yj(t) = rj(O) - Cj 1 t I”j + 0( 1 t I"'), (2.1) 
as t -+ 0, where cj > 0 and 0 < Clj I 2. The case C(j = 2 corresponds to a particularly 
smooth process X, indeed one which has differentiable sample paths. Perhaps 
surprisingly, this situation is of little practical interest, since even the smoother of the 
two honing operations generally produces a surface which is far rougher than may 
reasonably be described by a differentiable function. The fractal index of X is identical 
to that of the rougher of the two component processes, and indeed it may be shown by 
direct but tedious calculation that 
y(t) = y(0) - Clp(tl=’ + o(ltl”‘). 
To first and second orders the scale of the oscillations of Xj is governed by yj(O) and 
cj. For larger values of yj(O) the sample paths of Xj fluctuate over a wider range; for 
larger values of Cj the local effects of correlation among fluctuations are weaker, and 
the fluctuations appear somewhat more erratic. The fractal dimension Dj of sample 
paths of Xj is expressible very simply in terms of Clj: Dj = 2 - )a> See Adler (1981, 
Chapter 8.) There is little practical interest in cases where the two honing operations 
produce surfaces of identical roughness, and so we shall assume without loss of 
generality that CI~ < a2 ( < 2), i.e. D1 > Dz. Thus, the sample paths of X1 will be 
supposed rougher than those of X,. 
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Since the roughnesses of Xi and X2, as represented by their fractal dimensions, are 
expressible very simply through a, and a,, then the latter are obvious candidates for 
estimation. If ~j is an estimator of Clj then dj = 2 - ~~j is an estimator of Dj. 
Additionally, the quantity Cj, sometimes called the topothesy of Xj, contains impor- 
tant information about the scale of Xj, complementing the scale-free quantity Ed. It 
too requires estimation. 
Of course, the fractal dimension of X is not well defined. At a local level the fractal 
dimension of a sample path of X oscillates between D, and D2, depending on which of 
X1 and XZ is present at a particular point in the realization. Thus, the classic 
relationship D = 2 - )CI, between fractal dimension and fractal index, does not hold 
for the process X. 
We shall assume that X is observed at points on a sequence of regular grids within 
a given interval, which we shall take without loss of generality to be [O, 11. The edge 
width of the kth grid will be taken to be n, 1 for 1 I k I m. In practice the grids are 
usually nested and are not necessarily chosen so that both the ends of the interval 
[0, l] are grid points for all grids. However, for ease of notation we shall take the kth 
grid to be (i/nk, 0 I i 2 nk $; it is a trivial matter to derive analogous results for more 
general grids. We shall write n for a generic nk. 
Let 
s 1 p* = Z{X(t) = X,(t)} dt 0 
denote the proportion of the trace of X on [0, I] which is a realization of Xi. Of 
course, E(p*) = p. We shall show that from a simple trace of X on [0, l] satisfying 
0 < p* < 1, we may consistently estimate ci, cL, r, and r2 by examining the sample 
path on increasingly fine grids. Thus, our asymptotic theory involves grid width 
shrinking to zero while the interval [0, l] remains fixed. This allows us to make the 
didactic point that consistent estimation of ai and m(z does not require an infinite trace 
of X. If we were also to allow the size of the interval to increase then we could 
consistently estimate p, y,(O) and ~~(0). In principle the latter two quantities can be 
estimated from a finite trace, but this fact relies crucially on the assumption that Xi 
and X2 are both Gaussian, which is not quite so critical for inference about the other 
parameters of interest. 
It may seem a little odd that the quantities ci, c2, pi and c(~ can be estimated 
consistently from a trace of the process X over a fixed interval, so we pause here to 
give an intuitive explanation. For the sake of simplicity we focus on the case where we 
have a homogeneous process X whose covariance function y satisfies 
r(t) = ~(0) - cltl” + o(jtl”), rather than the more complex process max(X,, X2 + a) 
discussed above. However, it will be clear that our argument applies more generally. 
Assume that E < 2, or equivalently that D > 1. Then, provided only that the fixed 
numbers ti and t2 are distinct, the correlation of the random variables 
X(r, + h) - X(t,) and X(t, + h) - X(t,) tends to 0 as h + 0, so they are asymp- 
totically independent. There is an arbitrarily large number of such differences for 
sufficiently small It. Thus, there is an infinite amount of information in arbitrarily fine 
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differences about the behaviour of y near the origin. It is that information which we 
use to consistently estimate y in the neighbourhood of the origin, and hence to 
estimate c and do from a trace of the process on a fixed interval, arbitrarily small. 
In practice, several passes over the data would be required to estimate cr, c2, c(, and 
CQ. This is because the form of the estimators depends to some extent on having an 
approximate idea of the value IX, and ctZ, which is often best gained by iterating the 
estimation procedure. 
3. Threshold-based estimators of cl, c2, ccl, cx2 
Let Y,i = X(i/?i) - X{(i - l)/?l ), 1 < i I n, denote the differences on the grid _ 
{0,1/n, 2/n, . . . . 1). We say that Y,,i is pure, of type j = 1 or 2, if both 
X{(i - 1)/n} = Xj{(i - 1)/n} and X(i/n) = Xj(i/n). If a difference is not pure then we 
call it a hybrid difference. Divide the differences into two classes, %‘r and +ZZ, 
depending on whether 1 Yni 1 > r or 1 Y,i 1 5 T, respectively. Here r denotes a threshold, 
and is intended to represent a numerical value which is a reasonable discriminator 
between differences which are pure of type 1 and those which are pure of type 2. (In 
this context, hybrid differences are a nuisance. They contribute to the biases of all our 
estimators, and ideally we would like to identify them and remove them.) We shall 
take T = nmaiz where 0 I r I CE This represents an idealized, asymptotic version of 
thresholds that would be used in practice. Our theory goes through without change if 
r is altered to G-a/2 for an arbitrary but fixed C > 0. 
The variogram computed from differences in the class ~j, with lag equal to the grid 
edge-width, is defined by 
Sj = Sj(n) = n- ’ C Yii, j = 132. (3.1) 
Y,, EV, 
For many choices of x it is true that as n -+ cc, 
S1(n) = l&p*nmpl + o&-y, Sz(n) = D,(l - p*)npPZ + op(n-~*), (3.2) 
where Dj, pj > 0 are constants. If 0 < p* < 1 then /Ii, fi2, C1 = Dip* and 
C2 = D2(l - p*) may be estimated from S1 and S2 by simple linear regression, as 
follows. Fix an integer m 2 2 and let n, < ... < n, be integers diverging to infinity and 
such that nk- I/nk + lk > 0. Compute the regression line of logSj(nk) on log nk, 
1 5 k I m, and let log ej and - Bj denote its intercept and slope, respectively. Then 
Cj + Cj and Bj --f fij in probability, as the nk’s diverge. This result is immediate from 
(3.2) provided we assume that both the Xi and X2 processes make nontrivial 
contributions to the observed trace of the process X. If s( is chosen appropriately then 
consistent estimators of cr, c2, ai, c(~ may be computed as elementary functions of 
Cr, C2, jr, i2. There are several possibilities, of which the simplest will be noted in 
Remark 3.4. 
The effectiveness of this approach depends very much on choice of a. If 0 < 2 < c~i 
then D1 and /?i are not well-defined, since with probability tending to 1 the class %?r is 
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empty. If a1 I c( I a3 then fil = u.~, and so x1 may be estimated consistently by 
regression of logs,(n) on log n. The range of values taken by pZ is rather more 
complex: 
; 
Ml if 0 I CI I zl, 
PZ = 
t(3a - X1) if a, < c1 5 +(a, + 2x2), 
a2 if f(cxl + 2~~) < x 4 c[~, 
(3.3) 
I CI if CI~ < x < u2 + 2. 
The expansion of S2 in (3.2) does not hold for any D2 or fi2 if tl 2 a2 + 2. Indeed, if 
x > ~1~ + 2 then the chance that V2 is empty converges to 1 as n + co, while if 
CI = x2 + 2 then w2 contains only O,(l) elements. 
It may be seen from these results that consistent estimators of c(~ and r2 may be 
obtained by thresholding at a number of different z’s and analysing the results. In 
a sense the most appropriate range for x is f(~, + 2~~) < CI < Q. If x lies in this 
interval and z = n-O1 then the slope of the regression line of log Sj(n,) on logn, is 
a consistent estimator of - aj, for both j = 1,2. In effect, this threshold divides the 
differences into classes %‘1 and V2 such that V1 consists almost entirely of pure type 
1 differences and %‘Z of pure type 2 differences. The former are of size n-“1/2 and the 
latter of size nma2;‘, roughly speaking, and so Sj is of size n-“J, as indicated by (3.2) 
with pj = “j. 
Of course, the threshold method does not produce perfect classification along these 
ideal lines. Even if r lies in the “ideal” range, $(u, + 2~~) < (x < CI~, the class g2 is 
contaminated by pure type 1 differences whose presence causes some deterioration in 
the performance of BZ = b2. This contamination is the reason why b, < x2, rather 
than equal to x2, when x < i(c(, + 2a2tfor such Cos the Yni’s in %?‘2 which are pure of 
type 1 make such a large contribution that they render the statistic p2 inconsistent for 
r2. The estimator of c(,, based on differences in V1, fares much better in comparison. 
Details will be given in remarks following our main theorems. 
Next we formalize the claims made earlier about properties of St and SZ. Through- 
out we assume the Gaussian process model described in Section 2, in particular 
expansion (2.1) of the covariance functions y, and y2. We suppose that 
0 < CI~ < CI~ < 2, and write N for a standard normal random variable. Theorem 3j 
describes properties of Sj for j = 1,2. 
Theorem 3.1. If0 I r < ctl then P(gl is empty) + 1 as n -+ m , and so P(S1 = 0) + 1. 
Ifct 2 scl then 
S1 = Dlp*n-ar + op(nma*), (3.4) 
where D, = 2c, E[N’Z{I N 1 > (2~,)-“~$] if ct = cc1 and D, = 2c, if’r > c(~. 
Theorem 3.2. If 0 I r < ~1~ + 2 then 
S2 = C2nm8* + o,(nmP2), (3.5) 
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where p2 is given by (3.3) and 
: 
2c, P* $0 I @I< rr, 
2c, E[iW{JNI 5 (2cr)-“2)]p* if (Y = tll, 
:cxc,, P -l/Z * if ccl < w. < Qa, + 2X,), 
cz = 3Wl) -1'2p* + 2c2(1 - p*) f CI = 3(c(, + 2a2), 
2c2(1 -P*) if &cc, + 2~~) < o! < c(~, 
2c2 E[AW{INI I (2c2)-“2}](1 -p*) if c( = 22, 
3(2c,)_ l/2(1 - p*) if ci2 < 01< a, + 2. 
If c( = CI~ + 2 then nZ2+2 S, has a proper, nondegenerate limiting distribution, and if 
cx > a2 + 2 then P(S2 = 0) + 1. 
Theorem 3.3. Zf u1 < c( < a2 then @* z n-l (#%Tl) = p* + ~~(1) as n -_, cc. 
Remark 3.1. Errors in classifying differences into the classes +Zl and V2 can signifi- 
cantly affect performance of the estimators 6, and B,. Provided that CI~ < SI < CY~, the 
probability that %?r contains no pure type 2 differences converges to 1 as n + cc. 
However, if r 2 CI~ then the contribution to S1 from pure type 2 differences is of size 
nea2, which results in a term of size n -(3L2-3L’ in the bias of the estimator k1 = pl. This 
can be important, depending on the relative values of rl and x2. If c( > c(r then the 
presence of hybrid differences in VI results in a contribution of size np3a1’2 to S1, 
producing a term of size nm0*12 m the bias of gl. This can be important for small zr. 
Remark 3.2. The contributions to S2 from pure type 1 differences and pure type 
2 differences are of sizes n-(3a--z1’12 and 6”*, respectively. The latter dominates if and 
only if c( > ~(cz, + 2a,), but even in this case the bias of the estimator i2 = p, includes 
a term of size n~(30r~al-2312)/2, resulting from the misclassified pure type 1 differences. 
This quantity can be significant if x is not sufficiently greater than 3(x, + 2~1~). If 
tlr < c( < a2 then the contribution of hybrid differences to S, is of size n- 3ar’2, which is 
negligible relative to the contribution of pure type 1 differences. 
Remark 3.3. In practice the estimation of IX~ and LY~ using these methods would 
require several passes over the data, using a range of different thresholds as well as 
different grid edge widths. Such an approach would allow one to gradually acquire 
information about the ranges in which CI~ and t12 appear to lie, before attempting 
a more definitive analysis. There is of course no reason why the same threshold need 
be used to estimate both tlr and a2. 
Remark 3.4. Combining the results of Theorems 3.1-3.3 we see that if 0 < p* < 1 and 
s(cx, + 2a2) < o! < x2 then the regression-based estimators cl, C2,p,,f12 have the 
property that El = c,/2P* -+ cl, t2 = C2/2(1 - P*) --) c2, oil z fll + cur and 
k2 = fi2 -+ a2 in probability. Of course, these results represent only examples of more 
general limit theorems of the same type, for different values of CL 
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Remark 3.5. The “in probability” qualification of all the above convergence state- 
ments may be strengthened to “with probability one”. We have not done so only 
because we wish to minimize the lengths of our proofs. 
Remark 3.6. Variogram methods for estimating the fractal dimension of a “pure” 
process, in which any part of a sample path has with probability one the same fractal 
dimension regardless of location, have been discussed by Constantine and Hall (1994). 
Of course, no threshold arguments are required in that context. 
4. Simulation study 
The theoretical results discussed previously were confirmed in a simulation study, 
which took the following form. Realizations of the process X = min(X,, X2 + a) were 
generated on a grid. Here, X, and XZ were taken to be independent, stationary 
Gaussian processes with zero means and covariance functions yi and y2, respectively, 
where l;j(t) = exp( - Cj (1 t jj”~), cj > 0 and 0 < c(~ < 2. The processes were generated 
using an efficient method proposed by Wood and Chan (1993). In each simulation the 
constant a was chosen so that the long-run average proportion of the trace that was 
X1 rather than X2 + a was 3. 
Clearly, the performance of &, and G2 had to be considered for different values of c(i, 
a2, Cl, c2 and nk. All combinations of %I = 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.75,1.0,1.25; 
c(~ = 1.3,1.5,1.6,1.75,1.8,1.85,1.9,1.95; c1 = 0.5,1,2,4,8,16; c2 = 0.5, 1,2,4,8, 16; and 
nk = 2000,2200,2400,2600,2800,3000 were considered. For each set of combinations, 
values of the threshold z were selected from the interval [0,2]. 
For each set of combinations, X(t) was generated on the grid (0, n, ‘, . . . , 1) and the 
variograms S1(nL), S*(Q) were formed. The estimators &i and g2 were then calculated 
N times, each time computing an estimate ~ji of xj. The mean squared error of ‘&j was 
approximated numerically by 
I = ~ ,~ (~ji - cCj)2. 
l-1 
(4.1) 
In the study N was taken to be 30. 
These mean squared errors were calculated for the different values of r. The results 
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where they are compared with the mean squared errors of 
a more sophisticated method which we shall discuss shortly. 
The allocations to %?i and q2 resulting from using the original method were 
examined in each simulation. The allocation of pure type 2 differences to %‘i 
was virtually zero until T became small. As T further decreased in size the contribu- 
tions of pure type 2 differences became very large - almost all of the differences 
were allocated to %‘i. For hybrid differences, as 7 decreased the contributions to %?i 
became larger. 
In the case of g2, as the size of T decreased the number of allocations to ‘?J?~ also 
dropped, with the size of q2 eventually decreasing to 0 for very small 7. For large 
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values of r, %ZZ had large proportions of pure type 1 and hybrid differences allocated to 
it. But as r decreased in size the contamination of %?Z decreased until gxz contained 
only pure type 2 differences. The size of %7Z then decreased as r decreased until 
eventually +ZZ was empty. 
We developed the allocation method further, with the aim of increasing the 
proportion of pure type 1 differences allocated to %‘i and pure type 2 differences 
allocated to qZ. Our goal was to discard as many hybrid differences as possible, 
leaving mainly pure differences to be allocated. In practice it is quite difficult to 
identify hybrid differences. 
The strategy we adopted was to reduce bias (or systematic error) by removing 
hybrid differences, at the expense of increasing standard deviation (or stochastic error) 
by deleting some of the pure differences as well. We used Monte Carlo simulation to 
assess the balance of reduced bias versus increased variance. 
After much experimentation we settled on a method which involved examining 
“runs” of differences of the same type. These were classified as %‘i or %‘*, the idea being 
that in a run of differences all allocated to %‘i or %?Z the probability that any of these 
differences is hybrid is less than that for a sequence of differences which were not 
identically allocated. 
This method allocates a difference Yni to Vi or %?Z only if that difference occurs in 
a run of a certain length. Any difference which does not occur in this fashion is 
discarded, using the following rules. 
1. For a given value of t, form the differences Y,i. 
2. Allocate a group of differences Yni, Y,,i + i, . . . , Yn,i+(L_l) to%?, if 1 Yn,i+jl > r,forall 
j = 0, . . . . L - 1. Allocate the differences to %‘Z if each 1 Yn,i+j 1 I r. 
3. Discard all differences which do not occur in a run of length L. 
4. Redefine the variograms Si and SZ in the obvious way, based on the numbers of 
pure differences allocated by this new rule. 
This new method increases the proportions of correctly classified differences, but 
reduces the numbers of those differences. In that sense, information is lost. Indeed, 
mean squared error tends to decrease in cases where the estimator previously suffered 
from severe bias problems, but tends to increase elsewhere. See Figs. 1 and 2, but note 
that because a large number of different parameters were simulated, only a subset of 
them and their mean square errors have been displayed. 
Fig. 1 shows how 8, performed when calculated from %‘i and Fig. 2 shows how B, 
performed. The horizontal axis of both figures is plotted on a logarithmic scale, since 
this seemed the best way of including very small and very large values of z on the one 
graph. The dotted line and solid line indicate mean squared errors under the old and 
new methods, respectively. 
In all cases the new method and original method converge quickly, as r decreases, 
to having the same mean squared error, even though for large values of z there was 
often quite a difference, with the original method having lower mean squared error. 
Consistently the optimal choice of r was very small. For estimation of c(i from the 
differences in %?i the new method does not appear to be significantly better than the 
original. 
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cq = 0.4, a2 = 1.8, Cl = 2, c2 = 2 
[-_] C’ _r 
/ 
/- ?Jr 
/L-’ 
_I 
i-f----- 
Fig. 1. Plots of mean square errors for a, estimated from C,. The class C, was empty for large 7 and thus no 
estimates of c(r could be obtained. For smaller values of r the original method gave much better results than 
the new method. For very small values of r the mean squared errors of both methods were very close 
together. Very small values of r gave the smallest mean squared errors. 
crl = 0.4, 3 = 1.8, Cl = 2, c2 = 2 
Fig. 2. Plots of mean square errors for az estimated from Cz. The original method produced the best results 
when small values of r were used. For increased values of r both methods pave large errors. 
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The new method offers the greatest improvement on the original method when &i is 
computed from the differences in Wz. For large values of t the new method consis- 
tently gives reasonable estimates of a,, whereas the original method performs poorly. 
The original method does give good estimates for some very small values of z, but 
these estimates were not generally better than those obtained using the new method 
and large values of z. However, the performance of&i is generally superior when the 
estimator is computed from @?I rather than %7*. 
The estimator Bz performs best when the original method is used. The best results 
using the estimator B1 were obtained with differences from the class Vi. The estimator 
of c(~ is generally more accurate than that of x2. 
Overall the best results were obtained from the original method. 
5. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let N denote a standard normal random variable and B a gen- 
eric positive constant. Put u = n-l. 
(a) ZjO I c1< a1 then P(W1 is empty) -+ 1. Observe that 
P(%?r is nonempty) I n i P{ 1 Xj(U) - Xj(0)) Cai2} + 2nq, 
j=l 
where 
5 n i P( 1 N 1 > Bn(“j-“)iZ) + 2nq,, (5.1) 
j=l 
qn = P(X,(O) < X,(O) + a, X,(u) > X,(u) + a,IXi(O) - X,(u) - aJ > n-a’2}. 
(The two-term series on the right-hand side of (5.1) accounts for pure differences, and 
2nq, allows for hybrid differences.) Put Z. = Xi(O) - X,(O) - a, Zj = Xj(u) - X,(O). 
In this notation, 
q11=P(Z0<0,Z,+Z1-Z2>0,1Z,-Zz\>n-”iz) 
I P(IZ2j >*Kai2) + P(Z, < O,Z, + Z1 - Z,O,jZ) >+n-ai2) 
I P((Z21 >+Kai2) + P(IZ1 - Z2J >+n-“‘) 
IP(IZ,) >$n-“‘2)+2P(IZ,I >$n-=‘2) 
I P( 1 N) > Bn(a1-a)i2) + 2P() N) > ~n(az-a)i2). (5.2) 
Combining (5.1) and (5.2), and noting that 0 I CI < c(~ < c(~, we conclude that for 
B > 0 sufficiently small, 
P(Wl is nonempty) < 8nP( I N 1 > Bn(a1-a)‘2) = o(n-“) 
for all A > 0. 
(b) if cz 2 c(~ then (3.4) holds with Cl = 2clp* if a > cxl and with Cl = 2clp* 
E[N’I{lNl > (~cJ”~}] ifa = ccl. Let %?il, W12, W13 denote, respectively, the set of 
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pure type 1 differences in gI, pure type 2 differences in %‘r, and hybrid differences in 
%?r. Then %‘rr, %r2, VI3 are disjoint, with union VI. Our derivation of Part (b) from 
this point involves four steps. 
Step (i). For z 2 aI, 
n -1 C Yii = Cln-” + Op(?Cz’). 
Y., EIll 
Put Z(t) = X,(t) - X,(f) - a, let Zi be as before, and define D, = 2cr if 1 > a,, 
D, = 2cr E[N2Z{/NI > (2c,))“‘j] if c1= tl,. In this notation, 
~ _ E{Y~iZ(Y,i E~:,,)t = E[Z:ZjZ(O) < 0,2(U) < 0, IZ,( > n-*‘2)] 
- E[Z:I(IZ, ( > 6”“)) P{Z(O) < O} - DrpK”‘, 
pi,i, EE{Y,2i,I(Yni, E%?rr). Y,2i,Z(YnizE%?rr)) 5 E(Zt)=O(FrC2”‘). 
Vi,i, E E[Y~i,Z(Y,i, E~~1)‘Z(Z(iz/n) < 0}] I E(Z:) = O(n~“). 
pi,i, E P(Z(ir/?Z) < O,Z(i,/?Z) < 0) I 1. 
and with sup(,) denoting the supremum over 1 I i,, i2 I n satisfying 1 il - i2 1 > En for 
E E (0, 1), 
suP I Pi,i, - Al2 ( = o(n-2a1), Sup 1 vi,i, - pp I = o(nmzl), 
CC) (d 
It follows that 
(5.3) 
E 
( 
i [Y,‘iZ(Y,,i EWl,) - p’p-l Z{Z(i/n) < 0)] ’ 
i=l 1 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
= 1 C(jli,i* + j12p-‘pili2 - 2jLp_l\‘i,i,) = 0(n2m201), 
il iz 
whence, since 6 1 CiZ{Z(i/n) < O\, ---t 1 in probability, 
K’ i Y,2iZ(Y,iE~)11)=jlp~*n~’ 
r=l 
i$, Z iZ(i/n) < 0) + op(n-*‘) 
= jcp- ‘p* + Op(ll-al) 
= D1p*n-“’ + oP(Kzl), 
which is the required result. 
Step (ii). For ull x 2 0, the contribution qfW12 to S1 equals O,(nPz*). If Y,,i is pure of 
type 2 then Y”i = X,(i,‘n) - X2 ((i - 1)/n). Therefore, 
E(C’ ,,-y,, Y$) 5 E(X,(u) - X,(O)]2 = o(n-az). 
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(If r < Q then the probability that Vi2 is nonempty converges to zero at rate nen for 
each i > 0. This verifies one of the points made in Remark 3.1.) 
Step (iii). For all c( > aI, the contribution of VI3 to S1 equals 0P(nm331/2). We shall 
actually prove more ~ that the expected value, t, of the total contribution to Si + Sz 
from all hybrid differences equals O(H-~““~). Observe that 
r = 2E[{X,(O) - X,(u) - a}21(X1(0) < X,(O) + a, X,(u) > X,(U) + a)]. 
If X,(O) < X,(O) + a and X,(U) > X,(u) + a then 
X,(O) - X,(u) < X,(O) - X,(u) - a < X,(O) - X,(u), 
and so 
s’ I2 i E[{Xj(U) - xj(0)}21{X1(o) < X,(O) + 4 Xl(U) > X2+4) + a)]. 
j=l 
Let 2, and Zi be as before. Then for all E, /z > 0, 
EC{X,(u) - X,(O)Y~{Xi(O) < X,(O) + 4 X,(u) > X,(u) + aI1 
< E[ZfI{Z, < 0,X,(u) > X,(O) + a - nc-(a2’2)}] 
+ E(Zi)P{ IX,(u) - X,(O)\ > n&-(a*‘2)} 
= E{ZiI( - z, - ,e-(a2’2) < z. < O)} + O(n-q 
5 E{Z;P((Z,( < /Zl + ncm(or2:2)\ IZ,)} + O(ic”) 
= O(E(Zf JZ, + ?lm(a2’2)\) + n-“} = O(fl-3aq, 
provided that E I (c(~ - ai)/2 and A > 3~,/2. A similar argument may be employed to 
show that 
E[(X,(u) - x2(o)}21{x,(o) < X,(O) + a,X,(u) > X,(u) + uf] = o(K3”“2). 
Combining these results we see that 4 = O(n-3a112), as had to be shown 
Step (iv). Completion. Combining the conclusions of Steps (i)-(iii) we see that 
s,=n-’ 1 Y,,tYI1 yZi + n- ’ yn,Tw 2yfZ + em1 C Y,‘i 
1 Y., Eels 
= {Clnm”’ + oJn?)} + O&P’) + Op(llP’2) 
= Cl nmal + O&P’), 
as had to be shown. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let N, U, Z(t), Zi, Z2 have the definitions accorded them in the 
previous proof. Let gzl, %22, %?23 denote, respectively, the set of pure type 1 differ- 
ences in V2, pure type 2 differences in V2, and hybrid differences in w2. From this point 
our proof consists of four steps. 
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Step (i). For 0 I c( < txl + 2, 
n-l 1 Y$ = D;p*n-fl; + o,(n-q, 
Y”, Es?21 
(5.6) 
where 
I 
2Cl if 0 I c( < Xl, 
D; = 2c,E[NZZ{ INI I (2~,)-~‘~}] if z = cur, 
3(7rcr)-l’* if r, < cx < c(r + 2 
and 
p; = cI1 if O<cr<cc,, 
3(3a - c(,) if c(r I CI < cxl + 2; 
for c( = al + 2, PP+~&,,.~,, Yfi has a proper, nondegenerate limiting distribution; and 
,for u > c(~ + 2, P(%Tzl is empty) + 1. 
First we prove (5.6) in the case 0 I x I c(r. There, 
~ E Ef Y,2iir(Y,i E~2l)} = E[Z:Z{Z(O) < 0,2(U) < 0, IZ, 1 I n-“/2}] 
- E[Z:I( IZ, I I n-“‘)} P{Z(O) < 0) - D;pn-“, 
~~i,i, rE{Y,2i,Z(Y,il E~2’21)’ Y,‘izI(Yni2E%?J} I E(Z;l)=O(n-2”‘), 
~‘i,i, f E[Y~i,I(Y,i, E%?z1)‘I{Z(i2,/H) < 0)] I E(Z:) = O(C”‘), 
pi,i* E P{Z(i,/n) < 0, Z(i,/n) < 0} I 1, 
and for any 0 < E < 1, result (5.3) holds for the new definitions of pi,i2) \Jili2) pi,i,. It 
follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the analogue of (5.4) holds: 
E 
( 
2 [Y,‘iZ(Y,iE~~~)-~p-lZ{Z(i/n)<O}] ’ 
> 
= o(n2-2a1), 
i=l 
whence, in analogy to (5.5) (5.6) is true (for 0 I CI i CI~). 
To verify (5.6) in the case cxr < M < x1 + 2, define I’i = X,(i/n) - X,{(i - 1)/n), 
Vni = n’V?Z(l Vi1 5 nda12 ), W,i = V,iZ{Z(i/n) < O}. 
Then Y$I(YRi ~‘%‘gr) < Ka Wni, and 
E{n-” wni- Y,Zi1(YniEg21)) 
= E[ZfZ((Z,) I nmz’2)P{Z(0) > O,Z(u) < OIZ,}] 
= o[E(Z: I( (Z, ( I n-“‘)}I = o(n~(33~z1”2) 
Therefore, 
n-li$l YiiI(Y,ic$T21) = neLma i V,iZ{Z(i/n) < 0) + oP(n~(3z-‘1)i2). (5.7) 
i=l 
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If we show that for any 0 < a, < a2 < 1, 
c v”i = D;(a2 _ al)n’-(“-@l)/2 + 0p(nl-(a-al)12), (5.8) 
a,n < i < u,n 
then it will follow from (5.7) that 
n-l ill Y,2iZ(Y,i E~21) = D;p*n-(3a-a1)‘2 + 0p(n-(3a-a1)'2), 
which is (5.6) in the case c(i < c1 < c1i + 2. To derive (5.8), first put 
M= C Z(IVilln-“‘2) 
a,n < i < “gl 
and let 2, < i, < ... < i, denote the successive integers i such that ailz < i < a2n and 
1 Vi1 I neoIi2. Then, provided that c1i < c1 < c(i + 2, 
M = (a2 _ al)(,rcl)- ‘/zn’ -@-fil)i2 + o,(n’ -(a-31)12). 
Write (b) for the integer part of bn1-(“-“L)‘2, and put b, = (a2 - al) (TIC~)-‘~~. Since 
1 V”il I 1 then for 0 < b < bo, 
Hence, (5.8) will follow if we prove that 
<h) 
C V~i, = f(b) + 0p(~1-‘~-z”‘2). 
j=l 
This result may be proved using an argument which is based on the fact that the V,,,‘s 
are asymptotically independent and distributed as the square of a variable uniform on 
(0, 1). 
We turn next to the case CI = tlr + 2, where 
P(( Y”i( I n-a’2) = P(Y,i I n~rr’2) _ (71Cl)-1’2n-1. 
Hence, noting the asymptotic independence of Yni, and Y,i, for I i, - i2 I > En, we see 
that 
?la i Y,2i(Yni EV~l)d~ ~ Uil{Z(Ui) < O}, 
i=l i=l 
where L is Poisson-distributed with mean (rrcl)) 1’2 the U,‘s and Vi’s are all uniformly , 
distributed in (0, l), and Xi, X2, L, the Ucs and the U,!‘s are all independent. 
Finally, when c( > sll + 2 we have 
P(%?21 is nonempty) I nP( I Z1 1 < neai2) = O(n’ -(a-a1)i2) = O(l), 
as had to be shown. 
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Sfep (ii). For 0 5 x < zz + 2, 
where 
2c, if 0 I z < CI~, 
D; = 2c,E[N21{IN( I (2~~)-l:~)] if r = z2, 
$@e2)- 112 if ct2 < i( < CI= + 2 
and 
p; = u2 if 0 5 x < x2, 
+(3cc - x2) if z2 5 CI < ~1~ + 2; 
for SI = x2 + 2, n’2+2&,, EM2Z Yii has a proper, nondegenerate limiting distribution; and 
for a > x2 + 2, P(%722 is empty) -+ 1. 
A derivation of these results is similar to that in the case of Step (i), and so will not 
be given here. 
Step (iii). The contribution qf Vz3 to S2 equals 0p(n-3a1/2’ for 0 I r I CI~, and equals 
0,(n-3”‘2) if u 2 a,. These results are immediate from the following argument: 
$EjYiiI(Yni l wi23)) 
= E[{X,(O) - X2(u) - uj2Z{X1(0) < X2(O) + a, 
X,(u) > X,(u) + a, I X,(O) - X,(u) - a I 5 n-a’2)] 
= E{(Z, - Z)21(Z2 < Z, - Z < Z1,(Z2 - ZI i n-‘/‘)} 
I E(min{n-“,max(Z:,Z:)}P[jZ2 -Z( Imin{n-“‘2,max(lZ,~,IZz()}~Z,,Z2]) 
= O(E[min {n 3ei2, max(lZt 13~E213)11) 
= O(min(nm”“‘2, n-311/2)}. 
Step (iv) (Conclusion). Assume initially that 0 I CI < a2 + 2. In this notation we see, on 
combining the results in Steps (i)-(iii), that 
D;p*KP’ + o,(n-“;) if M < ~xr + 2 
s2 = 
1 
0P(nP’-3) if M = or + 2 + D;(l - p*)KP’ + o,(nmP’) 
0 if IX > 2r + 2 
I 
+ 0,jmin(n-3”1/2, n-3a’2)} 
D’,p*npa’ + op(nmO;) if B; < B;, 
= {Dip* + D;(l - p*)}neP’ + o,(neP;) if p; = /?;, 
D;(l - p*)n-“’ + o,(n-P’) if K > li;, 
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which implies (3.5). The assertions of Theorem 3.2 for CY 2 CI~ + 1 follow in a similar 
way. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Observe that if c~i < CY < LYE then 
P(Y”i is pure of type 1, but in qz) I P( (Z1 ( I n-a’2) = O(n-(a-a’)iZ), 
P(Y,i is pure of type 2, but in Vi) I P( (Z2j > Ku”) = O(n-“), 
for all L > 0, and 
P(Yni is hybrid) = 2P(Z < 0, Z + Zi - 22 > 0) = 2P(Zz - Zi < Z < 0) 
= qn-=q. 
Therefore, if K denotes the total number of differences Y,i, 1 5 i < n, which are either 
hybrid, or pure but misclassified, then 
E(K) = 0{n(n-‘a-“1’i2 + n-’ + npal”)} = o(n). 
It follows that K = o,(n), which implies Theorem 3.3. 
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